How to draw Pets: with colored pencils

This book will take you through the
process of drawing beautiful animals with
colored pencils. Youll learn how to create
the main lines of your picture with an easy
to use grid method for breaking down each
section of a reference picture into smaller,
manageable pieces. Every tutorial consists
illustrations with short explanations for
each step based on the authors personal
experience. Since the author is a self-taught
artist, the material is presented clearly with
friendly instructions that everyone can
follow, instead of like the stuff found in
educational materials or many other
how-to-draw books. The book is written
and illustrated by a recognized fine artist,
whose unique drawings are popular around
the world. This book also covers
techniques for creating textures like fur,
skin, that are traditionally difficult to make
appear realistic.
Youll learn tips for
blending colors and creating subtle
gradients in your drawings. Youll also
learn the pros and cons of using colorless
wax blenders and in what situations they
are best used. This book can be a perfect
gift for animal lovers particularly children,
since the book contains more than 150
images. This book is a great choice for
anyone who appreciates visual art, whether
you want to create it yourself and learn
through close observation, or just peek
behind the curtain to see how such work is
done. Enjoy learning! These tutorials are
included in the How to draw animals with
colored pencil book by this author.
http://www.jasminasusak.com/

Learn how to draw a dog using colored pencil techniques to create both a portrait and full body drawing to achieve
beautiful color, form, and the facial features ofThis book will take you through the process of drawing beautiful animals
with colored pencils. Youll learn how to create the main lines of your picture with anIn this book you will find four
step-by-step tutorials on how to draw realistic dogs with colored pencils from and reference photos. You will learn to
draw German - 3 min - Uploaded by Jasmina SusakMy drawing tutorials: https:///eBooks/ Materials I use: Drawing
Cats - 4 min - Uploaded by Jasmina SusakMy drawing tutorials: https:///eBooks/ Materials I Drawing Bengal Cat - 8
min - Uploaded by Jason Morgan - Wildlife Artin this Colored Pencil Drawing Lesson, you will see how to draw fur ,
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and also how to - 4 min - Uploaded by sandrinesgalleryStep by step: how to draw animals with Prismacolor Premier
colored pencils on black - 16 min - Uploaded by Artwork In Progress 808This is a time lapsed tutorial video of me
drawing a picture of my dog in colored pencil. It - 17 min - Uploaded by Kirsty Partridge ArtLonger Drawing Tutorials
PATREON: https:///kirstypartridge In this drawing - 2 min - Uploaded by Jasmina SusakDrawing Chocolate Labrador
Retriever in Colored Pencil - Speed Draw . draw a brown UART Tip #10: Drawing Fur with Colored Pencils
Step-by-Step with Ewelina Now take some colored pencils, a sheet of paper and try to draw your own pet! - 2 min Uploaded by Jasmina Susak 2Time lapse drawings with colored pencils 5 in 1. How to draw a pets, cat, dog, parrot 12 min - Uploaded by Animal Art by LAWThis short video shows the middle layers of the working of a large
commission piece. The
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